Rotational flexibility of the human knee due to varus/valgus and axial moments in vivo.
Knee ligamentous injuries persist in the sport of Alpine skiing. To better understand the load mechanisms which lead to injury, pure varus/valgus and pure axial moments were applied both singly and in combination to the right knees of six human test subjects. The corresponding relative knee rotations in three degrees of freedom were measured. Knee flexion angles for each test subject were 15 and 60 degrees for the individual moments and 60 degrees for the combination moments. For both knee flexion angles the hip flexion angle was 0 degrees. Leg muscles were quiescent and axial force was minimal during all tests. Tables of data include sample statistics for each of four flexibility parameters in each loading direction. Data were analyzed statistically to test for significant differences in flexibility parameters between the test conditions. In flexing the knee from 15 to 60 degrees, the resulting knee rotations under single moments depended upon flexion angle with varus, valgus, and internal rotations increasing significantly. Also, rotations were different depending on load direction; varus rotation was significantly different and greater than valgus rotation at both flexion angles. Also external rotation was significantly different and greater than internal at 15 degrees flexion, but not at 60 degrees flexion. Coupled rotations under single moments were also observed. Applying pure varus/valgus moments resulted in coupled external/internal rotations which were inconsistent and hence not significant. Applying pure axial moments resulted in consistent and hence significant varus/valgus rotations; an external axial moment induced varus rotation and an internal axial moment induced valgus rotation. For combination moments, varus/valgus rotations decreased significantly from those rotations at similar load levels in the single moment studies. Also, a varus moment significantly increased external rotation and a valgus moment significantly decreased internal rotation. These differences indicate significant interaction between corresponding load combinations. These results suggest that load interaction is a potentially important phenomenon in knee injury mechanics.